
NAME______________________________________________    HOUR_________ 

 

LIBRARY ORIENTATION PROJECT—DAY TWO 
 

Information Literacy 

 

     Literacy is an individual’s knowledge of or skill in a particular subject or field.  

_______________________________________ literacy is the ability to efficiently find, 

critically evaluate, and ethically use information from a variety of sources.   
      
 

When You Search for Information 

 

     A computer program will look for what you tell it to look for.  Few (or no) results or 

irrelevant results may not mean that there is nothing available. You may not be finding 

what is there because of how you searched. 

     Try again if what you tried the first time doesn’t get good results (because the literal 

meaning of research is to ______________________________________).  Don’t expect 

to find the best source first—or fast!  Research is a _____________________________  

that is as important as the end result itself.   

 
 

Search Strategies 

 

     Using various search strategies is one of the characteristics of a good researcher (keep 

in mind, however, that all strategies don’t work in all programs).  Some basic search 

strategies are: 

1) Choose your search term(s) carefully.  Not specific enough—you may have too 

many _____________________________ results.  Too specific—you may not find 

what is available. 

2) Use ________________________________ marks to keep a phrase together. 

3) Use ______________________ to help you determine whether a search result 

really is what you’re looking for by taking you directly to where your search term is 

located on a particular page. 

4) Try ____________________ wording (synonyms or more descriptive phrases). 

 

 

Researching at MTHS 
 

Destiny (to find our books)   Britannica Online 

Student Resources in Context   American History Online     

ProQuest Central K12    Ancient and Medieval History Online   

Gale Virtual Reference Library   Modern World History Online    

SIRS Issues Researcher    Current Biography Illustrated 

Opposing Viewpoints in Context   Ferguson’s Career Guidance 

CQ Researcher     Artemis Literary Sources 

Issues & Controversies    Teen Health and Wellness 

Britannica Image Quest    NoveList 

Classroom Video on Demand   Free-web sites 
      

 



 

What will you find in those sources?  Books and articles from books, newspaper 

articles, magazine articles, pictures, etc. 

     How many of the sources are accessed using the Internet?  ____________ of them.   

Even though they are accessed using the Internet, how many will show up in Google 

search results?  Almost _____________________.    Internet = Web = Google?   Do all 

three of those terms mean the same thing?  No!! 

     Don’t be satisfied with the first source that you find.  Don’t just locate the minimum 

sources required as quickly as you can so you can claim that you’re done with your 

research.  Always look for the ____________________________ sources for whatever it 

is that you’re researching. 

 

 

Destiny 

 

     Destiny is the online _________________________ which is used to locate books, 

vertical files, and AV in our library.  Be aware, however, that every book in our library 

that contains information about a particular topic will NOT show up in Destiny search 

results (this is particularly true of information found in reference books).   

     Destiny is accessible anywhere there is Internet access. 

     Keep your searches _______________________. The program matches your search 

terms to the words it finds in Destiny—it cannot find what isn’t there. 

     Search terms are highlighted in the detailed record—check the _______________ if a 

source doesn’t look like it would include your topic.   

     To find a book, write down the title and the complete call number (312 ARM—not 

just 312 or just ARM).  Items “live” in a neighborhood in the library (fiction, biography, 

etc.) then at a specific “address” in that neighborhood (the _____________________ 

___________________________________).   

 

MTHS Library “Neighborhoods” 

 
F          Fiction          Dewey Decimal System (Nonfiction)        

B          Biography     000     General Works      

SC        Story collection    100     Philosophy & Psychology 

CQ        CQ Researcher (pamphlet)   200     Religion 

VF         Vertical file     300     Social Science 

VF BL   British Lit vertical file   400     Language    

VF AU  Author vertical file    500     Science  

M          Magazine     600     Technology 

REF       Reference     700     Arts & Recreation 

GN        Graphic novel    800     Literature 

AV        Audiovisual     900     History & Geography 

 

     If you don’t have the _____________________________ address (or call number), 

locating an item may be very difficult (or impossible).  The call number of a book in one 

library may look very different from its call number in another library—some libraries 

use the Dewey Decimal System; other libraries use Library of Congress. 


